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Aerocapture uses atmosphere of a planetary body to achieve orbit insertion 
Aerocapture is an atmospheric maneuver where aerodynamic forces are used to transfer a spacecraft from 

a hypersonic orbit to a targeted capture orbit. Aerocapture provides large mass benefits over all-propulsive 

maneuvers that are typically used to enter capture orbits. Additionally, aerocapture is a quick maneuver 

where the spacecraft enters the target orbit within a few maneuvers versus similar aero-assist maneuvers 

like aerobraking, where the vehicle enters the desired orbit incrementally from a highly elliptical orbit and 

usually takes a longer time. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Aerocapture concept of operations [1] 

Aerocapture provides orbit insertion system for SmallSats without large propellant mass 

 
Fig. 2. SmallSat using deployable entry vehicles [2]. 

Aerocapture can alleviate the volume and mass penalties of traditional orbit insertion systems by using a 

lighter aeroshell, such as deployable shown in Fig. 2, that can achieve orbit insertion with significant mass 

savings compared to an all-propulsive solution. 

 

Aerocapture enables large missions, especially to the Ice Giants, with increase in on-orbit 

mass and decrease in cruise time 
The benefits of aerocapture are destination dependent, but some of the largest mass savings occur for 
Uranus and Neptune. Due to the large hyperbolic velocities of interplanetary trajectories approaching 

Uranus and Neptune, large amount of propulsion (approaching 1000 m/s of  𝛥V) must be used to put a 

spacecraft in science orbits around these planets. For Uranus and Neptune, the propellant mass fraction for 
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SmallSat aerocapture has been 

the focus of significant research 

and technology development in 

the last five years, focused on 

developing a simple and cost-

effective atmospheric control 

method that is implementable 

on a small spacecraft within the 

constraints of a SIMPLEx-class 

mission [13]. The simplest form 

of drag modulation aerocapture 

is the single-stage discrete-

event architecture (Figure 3) 

[4]. The spacecraft enters the 

atmosphere in a high-drag/low-ballistic coefficient configuration with its drag skirt deployed, and 

then transitions to a low-drag/high-ballistic coefficient by jettisoning the drag skirt. The timing of 

the drag skirt jettison event is determined by a control algorithm with input from an onboard 

inertial measurement unit. The algorithm monitors the deceleration of the vehicle and triggers the 

release of the drag skirt based on predicted atmospheric exit conditions that result in capture to the 

target orbit. By keeping the drag skirt attached longer, the system can slow down more, or it can 

be released sooner to slow down less. This form of drag modulation flight control provides the 

control authority needed for an interplanetary science mission with a simple enough 

implementation to be integrated as part of a small spacecraft. 

 Significant technology development prepares this form of aerocapture for infusion into 

small satellite missions. The deployable drag skirt technology is the Adaptable, Deployable Entry 

and Placement Technology (ADEPT). ADEPT employs an umbrella-like deployable structure 

with a “skin” that is a 3-D woven carbon fabric to serve as a thermal protection system (TPS) and 

as a structural surface that transfers aerodynamic deceleration forces to the underlying ribs. [14, 

15]. The ADEPT structure is folded during launch and then deployed prior to atmospheric entry, 

enabling the entire flight system to be packaged into an ESPA compatible volume which meets 

SIMPLEx launch and configuration constraints. The ADEPT system is uniquely capable as it can 

tolerate the high heating environment at Venus, though other deployable drag area technologies, 

such as inflatable systems, are also possible. ADEPT benefits from significant recent development, 

culminating in a successful suborbital flight test which demonstrated key aspects of the 

technology, including the ability to deploy in space and withstand aerodynamic loading during 

reentry [16]. Other technology development efforts include dynamics simulations, computational 

fluid dynamics analysis, arc jet testing, and ballistic range test campaigns. This has given a 

comprehensive understanding of the aerocapture flight system and requirements, with the next step 

to prepare for technology demonstration and mission infusion to enable small satellite orbiter 

missions across the solar system. 

III. Aerocapture to Enable High Priority Large Missions (Discovery, New Frontiers and 

Flagship) 

Aerocapture technology does not only apply to small missions. In fact, even greater 

benefits can be realized for large missions of Discovery, New Frontiers, and Flagship class 

throughout the Solar System. The greater mass efficiency and reduced cruise time afforded by 

 
Figure 3: Drag modulation control methods have been the 

subject of recent technology development to enable SmallSat 

science missions to reach orbit at planetary destinations. 

 

An aerocapture maneuver consists of one atmospheric 

portion of flight followed by two or more propulsive 

maneuvers. The vehicle approaches in a hyperbolic 

trajectory with the periapsis deep in the planetary 

atmosphere. The atmospheric drag decreases the speed 

of the vehicle below escape velocity, while the vehicle 

maneuvers to the correct apoapsis and wedge angle of 

the target orbit. After exit, a periapsis raise maneuver at 

the first apoapsis and an apoapsis correction maneuver 

at the next periapsis is conducted. The vehicle may also 

have to adjust the longitude of the ascending node and 

inclination angles. 

Small satellites (SmallSat) are a 

revolutionary paradigm shift for planetary 

science missions, as miniaturized scientific 

instruments in spacecraft with dimensions 

less than 100 cm and 180 kg can tackle 

important scientific questions. However, a 

fast, orbit insertion mechanism still requires 

large chemical propellant masses due to the 

realities of the rocket equation.  
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the orbit insertion can be 40-60% of the total system mass. Aerocapture can reduce the propulsion needs 

by dissipating energy in the sizable atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune without a significant mass increase 

due to the need of an aeroshell. In fact, past studies by NASA have shown that the on-orbit mass can 

increase by approximately 40% using aerocapture versus fully-propulsive orbit insertion [1].  

 

  
Fig. 3. Potential for Aerocapture usage in the Solar System [2]. 

Additionally, aerocapture performance is relatively insensitive to increases in hyperbolic excess velocity, 

the interplanetary trajectory can be designed to arrive at the Ice Giants faster, reducing the interplanetary 

transit time and operations cost by as much as 3-5 years (15-30%). 

 

Aerocapture together with gravity assist unlocks Enceladus, Titan, and Saturn missions 

 

 
Fig. 4. Aerogravity assist at Titan [3]. 
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This mass savings could be used to reduce the 

launch vehicle requirements or add 

additional science instrumentation. Since the 

vehicle will dip into the planetary 

atmosphere and will have a low initial 

periapsis altitude, aerocapture naturally 

allows mission designers to target science 

orbits with low periapsis altitudes, which are 

useful for ranging and remote sensing 

operations. 

 

Aerogravity assist maneuver, where the atmospheric 

drag and gravity of a planet-sized body are used to 

provide the 𝛥V and turn angle needed for an orbit 

insertion about another celestial object, would be best 

suited for missions to the Saturnian system, especially 

an Enceladus mission. Past studies have considered 

Titan as the planetary body whose atmosphere and 

gravity could be used to decrease the velocity of the 

interplanetary trajectory to attain a Saturn capture orbit 

with flybys to study Enceladus, although a Saturn-based 

aerocapture could attain similar results. With modern 

guidance and control techniques along with Thermal 

Protection System (TPS) improvements in the last two 

decades, there now exist ways to conduct aerocapture 

and aerogravity assist at the Saturnian system and many 

other planetary bodies throughout the Solar System. 
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